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Abstract: A malicious attack or threat can happen within any
organization, from their own employees, administrators,
contractors or former employees, who pose the important
resources of a company such as database, physical laboratories
and financial resources. In an organization insider attacks are
most common as well as most costly affair. According to United
States cyber security 2018 statistics, insider threat holds the risk of
74% out of surveyed organizations. The insider threat has caused
immense loss to data as well as monetary assets. Among the
surveyed organization by US cyber securities, 53% of organization
claimed their remediation cost was around $ 100000 and in 2018
the number raised to 66%. Higher number of organization
claimed insider attackers were most costly attacks in comparison
with external attacks. Some of the probable reasons, why it is
difficult to stop an insider attack are, firstly insider threat may be
unintentional and all of sudden. Second is distinguishing regular
work by employee and malicious work is difficult. Third is most of
the insider attackers are technologically sound to mask their
intentional activities or easily erase the intentional activity signs
from the system before anyone observes it. Lastly and the worst
case is employees simply say their intentional act was by mistake
and escape from scenario. To avoid such malicious insider attacks
lots of research is done on access control. Access control is a
method or technique to control the access of an insider to the
organizations valuable resources. There are different types of
access control models, having their own access control policies
and criteria to grant the authority, to have an access to specific
resources of an organization. In this paper we discuss the different
types of technical access control models that have been developed
with certain parameters and their advantages and limitations.
Keywords: Insider attack, Context, Attributes,
Resources, Geo-Social Data, Access control.
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I. INTRODUCTION
To develop or build any organization, first and foremost
importance is given to resources. Organizations data and
resources must be secured from illegal or unauthorized
access. Access control is a feature of security, which controls
users and systems from the important data and resources. It
gives ability to an organization to authorize, monitor, control,
protect and restrict resources such that the resources are
neither over protected nor loosely disclosed. The access to
any organization is controlled through practically three types
of access control techniques: Administration Access Control,
Physical Access Control and Logical Access Control.

A. Administration Access Control
The whole organizations polices, practices and procedures
are decided by administrative people. Administrative access
control defines the organization requirement in terms of
technical and physical access control. It also defines the loss
and consequences to an organization if access controls are not
set. Few examples are: hiring practices, training levels,
checking employee backgrounds, software development
policies and procedures, review and reports, classification of
data and labeling setting rules for increment, holding leave
history, holding personal performance records, controlling
contractors, auditing , supervising and testing.
B. Physical Access Control
Restricting control physically to the campuses, buildings,
properties or room some of the examples for physical control
are: security guards, finger prints, retina recognition, face
recognition, using manual and digital lock systems, applying
badges, constructing fences, swiping cards, sealing windows,
protecting cables, having guard dogs, installing video
cameras and motion detectors, alarms and mantraps. All
these control methods are physically something you can
touch.
C. Logical or Technical Access Control
It means restricting access control technically. The main
aim is to provide secure network connections to system files,
computer networks and data. In today’s modern world, with
increase of digital devices and applications, easily we get the
information of user’s social and location details. Such
information allows us to provide security at high levels. Due
to such growing digital world much of research is done to
combine administrative, physical and technical control,
which has led to modern access control systems. Few
examples of logical access control are digital forensic tools,
antivirus and intrusion detection systems. It is generally
software component such as programs and process which
enforce restrictions and control the organization. Fig. 1
shows the benefits of access control (AC) and Fig. 2 shows
taxonomy of access control models.
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Fig. 1. Benefits of AC
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Fig. 2. Taxonomy of Access Control Models
In this paper we explore technical access control models,
such as“Content Dependent Access Control (CDAC),
Context Based Access Control (CBAC), Discretionary
Access Control (DAC), Mandatory Access Control (MAC),
Role Based Access Control (RBAC), Rule Based Access
Control (Ru-BAC), Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC)
and Geo-Social Role Based Access Control (Geo-Social
RBAC),” against various parameters listed below.


Resource Classification: In access control models
resources are classified or categorized to ease the
authorization.



Generic functionality: The access control models can
either be built-in the operating system or can be
framework for particular application area.



Environment: The Environment is categorized or
distinguished by the static or dynamic nature of access
control model. If the input data is already updated and
cannot be updated during the execution time is static in
environment. If the input data gets updated even during
execution time is dynamic in environment.



Availability of resources to users: Organization
resources should be provided to users such that
resources are neither overprotected nor loosely
disclosed. We analyze them as high, moderate and low
restrictions on users to avail resources.



Type of Data: The input data can either be homogenous,
heterogeneous or neutral. If the data is same or alike
type, it is homogeneous else the data is heterogeneous.
Few access control models do not depend on the type of
data. Input data maybe homogeneous or heterogeneous.
Such models are analyzed as neutral.



Execution Complexity: Execution complexities depend
on data size and environment in which models are
executed. In static environment execution complexity is
low during run time. In dynamic environment it is little
low.

II. ACCESS CONTROL MODELS
Lot of research has been done on enhancement and
improvement of access control models. Following section
provides description of access control models. Table I
summarizes these models against described parameters.
A. Discretionary Access Control Model (DAC)
DAC model permits users to access to organization
resources by taking permissions from the administrators. It
was found in the year 1970 [1]. Here importance is given to
administrators or owner he / she can either grant access or
deny. Once the resources are granted, users can modify or
alter the features of resources also change or specify whether
the resource are accessible or not to other users. Simple
example of DAC is password file. DAC models are used in
both centralized and distributed level. This model is built-in
in all operating system. Example of this is file permission
model. It has moderate restriction on users to avail resources
but integrity of resources is not maintained properly as
authority of determining policies is left to users. DAC shares
the resources fundamentally but faces difficulty in protecting
resources. One of the major disadvantage of DAC is, it
cannot recognize or differentiate between a computer and
human.
B. Mandatory Access Control (MAC)
MAC was also found in the year 1970 [1]. Here resources
are classified for users on bases of labeling. For example, top
secret is labeled as label 1, secret is labeled as 2 and free is
labeled as 3. Now users are authorized such that a user must
have certain clearance level. If user has clearance level 2, he
can access secret and free resources. If clearance level is 3, he
can access all three resources that is top secret, secret and
free. Meanwhile apart from labeling MAC does not allow
users to override the policy.
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For example, suppose a mail server is predetermined with
particular message size to be sent or received. Here neither
the recipient nor the sender can disobey or disregard the mail
It means no users can override the policy. These two
characteristics of MAC model, results in strict security
formalization. This is very helpful and useful in defense or
military environment. The drawback of MAC is, practically
in business world implementation is not possible with
standard tools of operating system
C.

Content Dependent Access Control (CDAC)

such applications. Managing complex roles, user resources
and their interrelationships is daunting task. This is known as
role explosion. Secondly RBAC model is static in
environment. Users, roles, resources and their relationship
are predefined and standardized. RBAC cannot use
information that is contextual such as device types, location
of user and at what time. Thirdly it is hectic and overhead to
maintain and manage. Very often users and different roles get
added and admin forgets to remove old roles. During access
reviews situations are error prone, time consuming and
painful.

CDAC is a model was found by Moffet in 1991 [2] which
decide the access of users to resources on the bases of content
present in the resources. It is specially used to preserve and
safe guard the sensitive information. An example of CDAC is
parental control application in phones and patient record
management in hospitals. Each and every detail of patient is
not shown to everyone. The main drawback of CDAC is lot
of intensive scanning is done on resources. To decide which
information is to be shared with resources this results
overhead and slow down users. This model is difficult to
maintain and manage as well as labor intensive to achieve
fine granularity. Fig. 3 depicts access is granted depending
upon the content.
Fig. 4. Role Based Access Control
E. Rule Based Access Control (Ru-BAC)

Fig. 3. Content Dependent Access Control
D.

Role Based Access Control (RBAC)

In 1992 author Ferraiolo and Kuhn [3] came up with
RBAC model. They defined roles, role hierarchies,
permissions as well as relationship between user, role and
resources. In the year 1994 Nyanchama and Osborn [4]
developed model for role organization. In the year 1995
Ferraiolo and Kuhn [5] gave additional insight to RBAC
model. In the year 1996 Sandhu, Coyne, Feinstein and
Youman [6] described reference models to understand RBAC
more clearly and categorized implementation in different
ways. In RBAC model users are centralized to set of controls
determined by system, not by the administrator or owner to
determine how resources are permitted to users. Interaction
between users and resources are assigned through
permissions, which are associated with roles of users. The
appropriate roles are defined to users, to avail resources as
shown in Fig. 4.
Merits of RBAC are, firstly administrator cost is reduced.
Second is managing resources is simplified through roles.
Third is integrity and availability of system is maintained
explicitly. Lastly it is comfortable to implement enterprise
specific security policies. Demerits of RBAC are, firstly if
users have multiple and complex roles RBAC do not support
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Ru-BAC is especially used to take off burden of
programmers and enhanced security in applications. It was
found in the year 1997 [8]. It applies specific rules to decide
what all information can flow between users and resources.
Generally the logic behind is, If rule X then resource Y.
Before a user meets the resources he must satisfy set of
predefined rules. Ru-BAC is also known as compulsory
access control because rules are enforced stringently and a
user must meet those requirements. Rules are not modifiable
by users. Its measured drawback is the model doesn’t deal
with specific user identity and authorization. Simple example
of Ru-BAC is, mangers only accept emails less than fifty.
Other great examples are routers and firewalls, they work on
Ru-BAC mechanism.
F.

Context Based Access Control (CBAC)

Many confuse as content and context sound similar in
manner, but both are completely different models. The
approach towards CBAC [9] is, it doesn’t solely depend on
user’s identity, resources or content of resources but also
includes sequence of situation or reviews system events and
make decision. Example of CBAC, for certain medical
images repository, allows access to body imagery data. If the
previous and earlier web history is also referencing to
medical related data, based on context authorization is either
granted or denied. Another example is firewall which
performs inspection. It updates the state of each and every
connection whenever new packet arrives. Here on the context
of connection, further packages will be allowed. The major
drawback of this model is it requires strong and depth
knowledge of domain.
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Table – I: Summary of various Access Control Models against parameters
policies that are specified in terms of those attributes and
Parameters
Access
Control
Models

Resource
Classification based on

Generic
Functionality

Environment

Restrictions
on
Availability
of Resources
to users

Limitations
Type of Data

Execution
complexity

DAC
[1], 1970

Resources are either
granted or denied by
owners discretion

Built-in

Static

Moderate

Homogeneous

Low

MAC
[1], 1970

Labels and by not
allowing
user
to
override policy

Built-in

Static

High

Homogeneous

Low

CDAC
[2], 1991

Content and type of
data

Built-in

Static

High

Neutral

Low

RBAC
[3], 1992

User roles

Frame-work

Static

Low

Homogeneous

Low

Ru-BAC
[8], 1997

Classified
between
subject and object
using appropriate rules

Frame-work

Dynamic

High

Neutral

Low

CBAC
[9], 2003

Reviews of situation
in system

Frame-work

Dynamic

High

Neutral

Moderate

ABAC
[10], 2010

Attributes

Frame-work

Dynamic

Moderate

Heterogeneous

High

Geo-Social
RBAC
[14], 2014

Geo-social constraints

Frame-work

Dynamic

High

Heterogeneous

High

G.

Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC)

To overcome the drawbacks of RBAC, model ABAC was
developed [10]. ABAC is unique and different from other
approaches as resources are classified on bases of attributes.
Access is granted to users on bases of policy formulated with
help of attributes. Attributes are building blocks of ABAC, to
formulate policies and rules. Formulation of policies is done
through Extensible Access Control Markup Language
(XAML). It is structured language and comfortable to write
and read just as natural language. It is flexible to use RBAC
and ABAC model, both combine together in hierarchical
manner. RBAC is used to control users and what resources
they can see. ABAC can be embedded inside resources to
control what they can do in resources.

Theoretically this model can
be finely grained, actually in
reality it is abundantly labor
intensive
It is impossible to apply
practically in business world
using standard tools of O.S
Adds
complexity
and
performance to system
It limits to deal with
sequence of operations in a
particular situation
A specific rule is set to allow
usage of resources, but
doesn’t
deal
with
authorization and identity.
It is not easy to implement,
it requires strong and
detailed
knowledge of
domain
It is flexible but most
complex in maintenance
once implemented
Difficult to implement
practically as social ethics
may come into role

conditions.” Fig. 5 shows mechanism and logic of ABAC.
Advantages of ABAC are, firstly, it allows achieving fine
grained control.
Secondly, it has centralized policies and dynamic in
environment. ABAC is powerful and flexible model in
comparison with DAC, MAC and RBAC. Meanwhile this
model is most complex in maintenance and management.
Due to heterogeneity of data it introduces complexity during
runtime. Example of ABAC, Only managers in India can
view the balance of a India_based customer bank account.
Here role is the manager (subject), user_location (subject
attribute) is India, action is view, resource (object) is balance,
resource type is bank account, resource location (object
attribute) is India. Access control to manager is granted or
denied by taking decision dynamically at run time.
H. Geo-Social Role Based Access Control (Geo-Social
RBAC)

Fig. 5. Attribute Based Access Control
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
defines ABAC as “An access control method where subject
requests to perform operations on objects are granted or
denied based on assigned attributes of the subject, assigned
attributes of the object, environment conditions, and a set of

The utilization of mobile devices has increased. Most of
them are GPS enabled devices, hence it is easy to gather
location and social information of user. Geo-Social RBAC is
the enhanced model of RBAC model [14]. It utilizes the
Geo-Social data that is location and social behavior of a user
for granting authorization.“To the best of our knowledge this
is the first model to include attributes such as location and
social data of a user rather than just using geo-social data it
also includes geo-social cardinality constraints. Cardinality
constraints depicts how many people are related or have
connection particularly by a social relation that are required
to be in the specified location at the time of resource access.”
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Geo-Social advantages over RBAC as it supports geo-social
constraints and provide high security to an organization. It is
also easy to incorporate where RBAC is already working in
organization. Overall it helps in enforcing better security than
other models. Meanwhile it is complex in implementation
and practically during implementation social ethics may
come in role.
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